Mrs. Walther's Square Donuts Case Study
Mrs. Walther's Square Donut Factors Inc. is one of the largest, most modern bakeries in the world. It turns out more than a
quarter of a million square donuts a day.
The average production rate is 18,000 donuts per hour. Mrs. Walther's produces plain, frosted, and sugar donuts, as well as fruitfilled crullers. Crullers are the “holes” in the donut. Square donuts are produced on a precise schedule. The factory operates on a
two-shift basis, seven days a week. The third shift is used for shut-down, clean-up, maintenance, and start-up.

1. Up to the enclosed proofing tunnel, the system is computer controlled. The tunnel has removable covers for inspection and
maintenance. In the tunnel, the dough is shaped by a series of rollers and edgers (guides). The rollers control the thickness of
the dough.
2. There is a pair of edgers after each roller. The edgers keep the width of the dough at exactly 36 inches (90 cm). This is
important because the cutter has no outside blades. The edgers sometimes vibrate loose. This can result in round edges in Row I,
Row 12, or both.
The edgers are adjusted by a screw threaded into the side of the proofing tunnel. Just last week, the mechanic on the second
shift over-tightened and stripped an edger-adjusting screw. Sugar donut production was affected for about five minutes until the
screw was replaced.
3. The cutting blades are kept at 25 (-4C) so the donuts don't stick. Very cold air, at high pressure, is directed at the blades from
a series of holes. This keeps the blades clean. The entire cutter is covered with an insulated cover. If donuts stick to the blades,
they fall out of the cutter onto the belt. This can cause one or two round edges. When donuts fall, they may touch each other. If
uncooked donuts touch each other, they stick together. When pulled apart, the dough stretches out 1/2 inch (1.2 cm) or so. This
produces a "spike" on the cooked donuts. These donuts are rejected by quality control.

4. The hard rubber cutting surface under the cutter wears down with use. If it gets too low, the blades don't cut completely
through the dough. Spikes result when the fast line pulls apart the donuts. If film builds up on the cutting surface, then it can
slow the dough, causing donuts to be too thick.
5. Donut centers are blown out of the cutter on to the cruller belt. Air pressure in the center-blowing system decreases from Row
12 to Row I, so that the centers are blown different distances on to the belt. This reduces the chance of any centers touching.
The center-blowing system and the cleaning-cooling system are interconnected. This means the pressure on the cleaning-cooling
system also decreases from Row 12 to Row I. About a week ago, the air-pressure system was modified to help equalize the
cleaning-cooling air pressure. Pressure control is critical. If the pressure is too high, the centers will be blown together on the far

side of the cruller belt. If the pressure is too low, the blades may get dirty on the low-pressure side of the line. Low pressure may
also mean that the Row 1 centers aren't blown out. When they cut again, these dough filled blades push the dough aside. This
causes donuts on Row I to have a high, round edge.
6. The line between the cutter and the cooking oil moves three times as fast as the dough strip. This puts space between the
donuts. Rows are separated by 1/4 inch (0.6 cm). Donuts in the same row are separated by 3 1/2 inches (8.4 cm).
7. The oil is kept at a temperature of 375°F (191 °C). After the dough is wet-mixed, it must continue on schedule through the hot
oil cooker. Donuts can stay in the hot oil only five seconds over schedule. About three weeks ago, a large CO2 fire-suppression
system was installed in the hot oil area. Due to safety regulations, the cover can be opened only after the temperature has
dropped to 350°F ( I 77°C). The oil takes about ten minutes to cool to this temperature after the heat is turned off.
8. The donuts are inspected by quality control near the end of each line. Appearance is checked on all donuts. Taste and oil
content are spot-checked. The reject rate is usually less than 1% for each type of donut. The rejects are sold at a loss. A line stop
means a lot of waste.
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